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'&84-&,!k,06lN!0'!<5&406+;H"I!!Z0,!HIJH!+,,&4)0-',!)%+)!%&!M%+2!'-!2-7?)!-.!)%&!
1+=.71'&,,!-.!,1+9&4:N!5+4F&2!+!20,)0'6)!6%+'8&!.4-5!%0,!*-,0)0-'!&1&9&'!:&+4,!
&+410&4>!=%&4&!%&!=4-)&!M=%&)%&4!0)!?&!1+=.71!.-4!6%40,)0+',!k,06l!)-!?7:!,1+9&,>!+'2!
)%&4&?:!&'6-74+8&!)%&!'+)0-',!.4-5!=%&'6&!)%&:!+4&!?4-78%)!)-!?&!+)!*&4*&)7+1!=+4!
=0)%!&+6%!-)%&4>!D!,%+11!'-)!)+F&!7*-'!5&!)-!2&)&450'&;NH"Q !!!!!!
<'-)%&4!1&))&4!.4-5!HIJH!,788&,)&2!)%+)!%&!508%)!6744:!B-23,!.+9-4!?:!
M*746%+,0'8!,1+9&,>!5+F0'8!)%&5!6-5.-4)+?1&!+'2!4+0,0'8!+!.-7'2+)0-'!.-4!?4&&20'8!
7*!)%&04!*-,)&40):!0'!)%&!'74)74&!+'2!+25-'0)0-'!-.!)%&!T-42;NH"_!!$%7,>!%&!&5?4+6&2!
4&1080-'!+,!+!5&+',!-.!,-60+1!6-')4-1!+'2!*-,0)0-'&2!%05,&1.!+,!+!*+)&4'+1!87+420+'!-.!
)%&04!,*040)7+1!=&1.+4&;![-4!%0,!*+4)>!<1&(+'2&4!B+42&'!,+=!/%0)&.0&12>!=0)%!%0,!
H"# !D?02U!QJ;!
H"I !T&))&4!$-!X4;!O;>!O40,)-1>!X+46%!"">!HIJH!0'!D?02U!VWV@VWJ;!
H"Q !M<!T&))&4!)-!)%&!D'%+?0)+'),!-.!X+4:1+'2>!b0480'0+>!Y-4)%!+'2!R-7)%@E+4-10'+>N!

R+9+''+%>!G+';!"P>!HIVW!0'!/%0)&.0&12>!,-.&@"#B1+&E"%F&\>!/%0)&.0&12!)-!X4;!O;>!O40,)-1>!
X+46%!"">!HIJH!0'!/%0)&.0&12>!,-.&@"#B1+&E"%F&R>!VWV@VWJ;!
H"_ !/%0)&.0&12!)-!X4;!O;>!O40,)-1>!X+46%!"">!HIJH!0'!D?02;!!

!

"#"!

*-=&4!-9&4!%0,!*7?106>!+,!7'2&450'0'8!,-60+1!-42&4;!!i740'8!)%&04!0'.+5-7,!&(6%+'8&!
0'!HIVW>!B+42&'!%+2!M6-5*+4&2!/%0)&.0&12!)-!ac109&40+',>!`+')&4,>!o7+F&4,>!+'2!
[4&'6%!S4-*%&),>N!4&1080-7,!,&6),!6-',02&4&2!2+'8&4-7,!)%4&+),!)-!-42&4;HPW!![-4!
B+42&'>!/%0)&.0&123,!&5?4+6&!-.!,1+9&4:!+'2!%0,!4-1&!0'!)%&!6+5*+08'!)-!1&8+10A&!
,1+9&4:!0'!B&-480+!508%)!&(*+'2!%0,!0'.17&'6&!&(*+'2!.74)%&4!,)011>!0'!+!=+:!)%+)!
508%)!&'6-74+8&!,1+9&,3!20,-?&20&'6&!)-=+42!)%&04!5+,)&4,;!
/%0)&.0&123,!+29-6+6:!-.!,1+9&4:!+'2!6-'6&4'!.-4!B&-480+3,!&6-'-5:!=+,>!-.!
6-74,&!,&1.@0')&4&,)&2>!,-5&)%0'8!'-)!1-,)!-'!%0,!640)06,;!!R1+9&,!=&4&!)-!=-4F!0'!
,&9&4+1!-.!/%0)&.0&123,!9&')74&,>!0'61720'8!05*4-9&5&'),!-'!)%&!1+'2!=%&4&!%&!?701)!
O&)%&,2+!c4*%+'!Z-7,&;!!Y-!2-7?)>!,0'6&!/%0)&.0&12!,+=!O&)%&,2+!+,!+!6%+40)+?1&!
-*&4+)0-'>!%&!=-712!%+9&!0'208'+')1:!4&K&6)&2!+':!,788&,)0-'!)%+)!%&!,)--2!)-!
?&'&.0)!&6-'-506+11:!.4-5!,1+9&4:;!!Y-'&)%&1&,,>!%0,!.4&C7&')!640)060,5,!-.!M)%&!
5+)&40+1!&(6&,,&,!=%06%!+11-=&2!)%&!61&48:!)-!1&+2!+!6-5.-4)+?1&!&(0,)&'6&>!+'2!
=%06%!2&)&44&2!*&-*1&!.4-5!E%40,)>!=&4&!?1+5&2!7*-'!,1+9&4:;NHPH!!/%0)&.0&12!-'6&!
+,F&2U!
D,!0)!'-)!)%&!%08%&,)!0'84+)0)72&>!+,!=&11!+,!647&1):>!'-)!)-!1&)!:-74!*--4!
,1+9&,!&'K-:!,-5&!.470),!-.!)%&04!1+?-74r!!/%&'!*+,,0'8!+1-'8>qD!%+9&!
90&=&2!:-74!*1+')+)0-',!61&+4&2!+'2!671)09+)&2>!5+':!,*+60-7,!%-7,&,!
?701)>!+'2!)%&!-='&4,!-.!)%&5!.+40'8!,75*)7-7,1:qHP"!
!
$%&,&!=-42,!=&4&!.17'8!?+6F!+)!%05!+,!%&!?&8+'!)-!7)010A&!,1+9&,!0'!%0,!-='!
&'2&+9-4,;!!<,!%0,)-40+'![4&2!/0)A08!2&5-',)4+)&,>!/%0)&.0&123,!640)06,>!+'2!

HPW !G+6F,-'>!MZ78%!O4:+'!+'2!)%&!L9+'8&106+1!X-9&5&')!0'!E-1-'0+1!R-7)%!

E+4-10'+>N#WW;!

HPH !<1+'!B+11+:>!,-.&Y"#;$*)"2&":&$&>%$2*.#&C%)*.>!PI;!
HP" !<,!C7-)&2!0'!D?02U!PI@PQ;!

!

"#P!

E-550,,+4:!<1&(+'2&4!B+42&'!*+4)0671+41:>!6%+11&'8&2!)%&!,*040)7+1!+'2!&6-'-506!
0')&840):!-.!O&)%&,2+!+'2!,6-4'&2!)%&!02&+!)%+)!/%0)&.0&12!202!'-)!?&'&.0)!
&6-'-506+11:!.4-5!)%&!*4-K&6);!!c'&!+'-':5-7,!640)06!-?,&49&2!0'!)%&!8"9*-&'$#"%)2$&
K$b.**.U!M202!'-)!k/%0)&.0&12l!+**&+4!+,!576%!10F&!+!S4088!+,!+!S+4,-'!+,!+':!&9&4!
202>N!=&+40'8!M)%&!?&,)!S74'&11&!+'2!.0'&,)!Z-11+'2,!=0)%!/088,!k,06l!-.![09&!B70'&+,!
+!S0&6&rNHPP !!/%0)&.0&12!4&,*-'2&2!)-!)%&,&!640)060,5,!=0)%!+'!+884&,,09&!*7?106!
4&1+)0-',!6+5*+08'!)%4-78%-7)!)%&!O40)0,%!6-1-'0+1!'&=,*+*&4!+'2!5+8+A0'&!
'&)=-4F,;!!$%&!+.-4&5&')0-'&2!*7?10,%0'8!-.!O&)%&,2+!c4*%+'!Z-7,&3,!+66-7')!
?--F,!0'!9+40-7,!6-1-'0+1!'&=,*+*&4,!6-5*40,&2!-'&!4&,*-',&;HPV!!R0501+41:>!0'!
HIVH>!/%0)&.0&12!*1+6&2!+!6%4-'061&!-.!)%&!6%0124&'3,!2+01:!109&,!+)!)%&!c4*%+'!Z-7,&!
0'!S%01+2&1*%0+3,!K.2.#$%&!$0$b)2.;!!Y-)!,74*40,0'81:>!)%0,!-9&490&=!-.!2+01:!10.&!
*1+6&,!%&+9:!&5*%+,0,!-'!.4&C7&')!6%746%!+))&'2+'6&!+'2!4&1080-7,!0',)476)0-'!?:!
/%0)&.0&12;!!$%&!.04,)!)=-!%-74,!-.!)%&04!2+:>!=%06%!,)+4)&2!+)!J!+5>!=&4&!4&*-4)&21:!
2&9-)&2!)-!+!6-5?0'+)0-'!-.!*409+)&>!0'209027+1!*4+:&4,>!5-4'0'8!*4+:&4,!+)!)%&!1-6+1!
6%746%>!+'2!+220)0-'+1!4&1080-7,!&276+)0-'!?:!/%0)&.0&12!+'2!)%&!c4*%+'!Z-7,&3,!
,)+..;HPJ!!$%&!6%0124&'!+'2!)%&04!.+5010&,!=&4&!)%&'!,&')!-..!)-!=-4F!+)!+!,70)+?1&!)+,F>!
,76%!+,!,&=0'8!-4!*06F0'8!6-))-';!!<.)&4!)=-!%-74,!-.!=-4F>!)%&!6%0124&'!,)-**&2!
=-4F!)-!+))&'2!,6%--1>!=%06%!0'6172&2!.-74!%-74,!-.!4&1080-7,!0',)476)0-'!+5-'8!
-)%&4!,7?K&6),;!!<)!.-74!0'!)%&!+.)&4'--'>!)%&:!1&.)!,6%--1!)-!=-4F!.-4!)=-!+220)0-'+1!
HPP !8'K>!P!c6);!HIVH>!+'2![4&2!/0)A08>!ME-0'0'8!i7*&,q>N!I;!
HPV !X4;![4+'F10'e!<!X0'0,)&43,!i7):!)-!X&'q>N!>K>!D,,7&!_HW!\X+:!"">!HIV#^U!He!

M<29&4)0,&5&')>N!KK>!D,,7&!__!\"H![&?;!HI#J^U!Pe!M<29&4)0,&5&')>N!AC>>!D,,7&!HJVJ!
\HJ!<*401!HI#J^U!H!
HPJ !M$%&!X+''&4!-.!)%&!E%0124&'3,!R*&'20'8!)%&04!$05&!+)!)%&!c4*%+'!Z-7,&!0'!

B&-480+>N!KF&!$0F!\[&?47+4:!H>!HIVH^U!HP";!
!

"#V!

%-74,;!!$%&!2+:!6-'6172&2!.-4!)%&!.+5010&,!=0)%!.74)%&4!6%746%!+))&'2+'6&!+'2!
*4+:&4;HP# !!
/%0)&.0&123,!*74*-,&!0'!*1+60'8!+!*7?106!,6%&271&!0'!+!=&11@4&+2!*7?106+)0-'!
=+,!)%4&&!.-12;!!$%&!*7?106!+040'8!-.!%0,!+6)090)0&,!=&4&!.04,)!6+1671+)&2!)-!
2&5-',)4+)&!%0,!%-'&,):!+'2!)-!6-5?+)!+':!,&',&!)%+)!%&!=+,!*4-.0)0'8!-..!-.!)%&!
.+5010&,!)%+)!%&!)--F!0';!!Z&4&>!%&!=+,!=-4F0'8!)-!*4-)&6)!)%&!*7?106!05+8&!%&!%+2!
?701)!-.!%05,&1.!+,!+!%75?1&!.0874&>!-**-,&2!)-!5+)&40+1!&(6&,,&,;!R&6-'2>!)%&!
,&6%&271&!,&49&2!)-!2&5-',)4+)&!/%0)&.0&123,!*&4,-'+1!0'9&,)5&')!0'!+'2!
0'9-19&5&')!0'!B&-480+;!!c'&!-.!)%&!)+6)06,!%0,!640)06,!)--F!=+,!)-!*+0')!%05!+,!+'!
-7),02&4>!=%06%>!0'!5+':!,&',&,>!%&!=+,;!!<!*-,0)09&!2&5-',)4+)0-'!-.!%0,!
0'9-19&5&')!=+,!64760+1!0.!%&!=+')&2!)-!+**&+4!*+4)!-.!)%&!6-557'0):>!4+)%&4!)%+'!
+,!+'!-7),02&4!=%-!-66+,0-'+11:!90,0)&2;!!$%042>!!/%0)&.0&12!-?90-7,1:!%-*&2!)-!
05*4&,,!)%&!*7?106!=0)%!)%&!c4*%+'!Z-7,&3,!4&1080-7,!50,,0-';!!D'!&,,&'6&>!%&!=+,!
)4:0'8!)-!6-7')&4!+')0@4&909+10,)!640)06,!10F&!E-550,,+4:!B+42&';!!
]1)05+)&1:>!/%0)&.0&123,!*7?106!4&1+)0-',!6+5*+08',>!?-)%!0'!5+F0'8!*7?106!%0,!
c4*%+'!Z-7,&!+6)090)0&,>!+'2!5-4&!8&'&4+11:>!)-!*+0')!%05,&1.!+,!+!4&,*&6)+?1&!
5&5?&4!-.!)%&!6-557'0):>!.+01&2;!!c9&4+11>!0.!/%0)&.0&123,!2&.&',&!-.!,1+9&4:!
+**&+4&2!)-!?40'8!%05!0')-!10'&!=0)%!)%&!<'8106+'!E%746%>!0)!=+,!=%-11:!0',7..060&')!
)-!-9&46-5&!%0,!1&'8)%:!4&6-42!-.!6+,)08+)0'8!*-10)&!<'8106+'!,-60&):!+'2!*-106:!0'!
)%&!E-1-'0&,;!!D)!+1,-!6-712!'-)!5+F&!7*!.-4!%0,!.4&C7&')!640)060,5,!-.!)%&!E%746%!-.!
L'81+'2!.-4!0),!.+0174&!0'!)%&!,-7)%&4'!6-1-'0&,!)-!6-'9&4)!,1+9&,;!!!

HP# !D?02U!HPP;!

!

"#J!

$%&4&!0,!'-!&902&'6&!)%+)!/%0)&.0&12!6-',60-7,1:!)%-78%)!)%+)!%0,!*4-@,1+9&4:!
6+5*+08'!=-712!%&1*!%05!4&@6+*)74&!%0,!<'8106+'!02&')0):!=0)%0'!)%&!<'8106+'!
E%746%;!!O:!)%0,!)05&>!%0,!*7?106!05+8&!%+2!&9-19&2!,-!.+4!*+,)!0),!<'8106+'!4--),!)%+)!
+'!+6)!,-!6-5*1&)&1:!0'!10'&!=0)%!6-1-'0+1!<'8106+'!671)74&>!?&6+5&!4+)%&4!+!,-746&!-.!
,F&*)060,5!+'2!2&40,0-'!.-4!%0,!2&)4+6)-4,;!!$%&!*-10)06+1!2+5+8&!.4-5!/%0)&.0&123,!
&+410&4!,6+)%0'8!640)060,5,!-.!,1+9&%-12&4,>!+1-'8!=0)%!%0,!640)060,5,!-.!<'8106+'!
61&48:5&'!.-4!'-)!2-0'8!&'-78%!)-!6-'9&4)!,1+9&,>!=+,!0',745-7')+?1&;!!D',)&+2>!
<1&(+'2&4!B+42&'!+'2!%0,!84-7*!-.!)4+',+)1+')06!<'8106+',!)40&2!)-!6-7')&4!
/%0)&.0&123,!0'.17&'6&>!0'!*+4)!?:!,&))0'8!7*!+!E%+41&,!$-='!,6%--1!2&,08'&2!)-!
6+)&6%0A&!,1+9&,>!=%06%!=+,!-9&4,&&'!?:!B+42&'!+'2!.7'2&2!?:!)%&!RSB;HPI!!D)!=+,!
)%&!<'8106+'!6-7')&4*+4)!)-!/%0)&.0&123,!4&909+10,)!O&)%&,2+!c4*%+'!Z-7,&;!!!
<,!+!%08%1:!90,0?1&!06-'!-.!4&909+10,5>!/%0)&.0&12!=+,>!0'!,-5&!=+:,>!+!
6-'9&'0&')!)+48&)!.-4!<'8106+'!=%-!,+=!4&909+10,5!+,!+!2+'8&4!+'2!%-*&2!)-!
&,)+?10,%!<'8106+'0,5!+,!)%&!)47&!4&1080-';!!B+42&'3,!,6%--1!=+,!-'&!-.!+!'75?&4!-.!
&..-4),!7'2&4)+F&'!?:!)%&!)4+',+)1+')06!<'8106+'!E%746%!)-!6-7')&4!4&909+10,5>!+'2!
*+4)0671+41:!)%&!0'.17&'6&!-.!/%0)&.0&12!+'2!%0,!.&11-=!4&909+10,),!+5-'8,)!)%&!
&',1+9&2;!!`&909+10,5!%+2!+!4&5+4F+?1&!05*+6)!0'!)%&!6-'9&4,0-'!-.!<.406+'!,1+9&,!)-!
E%40,)0+'0):;HPQ!!D)!*4-902&2!)%&!5&+',!.-4!+!M4&6-'.0874+)0-'N!-.!)%&04!M\4&1080-7,^!
671)74+1!%&40)+8&,>N!)%+)!+11-=&2!<.406+',!)-!M4&@)--1!)%&5!.-4!,&4906&!0'!'&=!

HPI !B1+,,-'>!!$1*.#)20&8%$6.#<>!HHP;!
HPQ !<1?&4)!G;!`+?-)&+7>!'$2$$2&V$23?&$&J.%)0)"91&I)1*"#<&":&5:#)7$2&5;.#)7$21!\YjU!

c(.-42!]'09&4,0):!S4&,,>!"WWH^U!P@P_;!
!

"##!

604675,)+'6&,;NHP_!!X+':!)05&,>!)%&,&!&(*4&,,0-',!-.!.+0)%!=&4&!M?7-:&2!0'!,&64&)!
5&&)0'8,!0'!?47,%!+4?-4,>!?+4',>!,78+4!6+'&!.0&12,>!+'2!,%&2,UN!0'.-45+1>!?7)!+1,-!
,&64&)09&!+4&'+,;HVW!!/%0)&.0&123,!.-11-=&4!Z78%!O4:+'!+'2!%0,!?4-)%&4!G-'+)%+'!
=&4&!+5-'8!)%&!&9+'8&106+1,!h!+)!/%0)&.0&123,!7480'8!@!=%-!%&12!8+)%&40'8,!)-!
*4-902&!4&1080-7,!0',)476)0-'!'-)!-'1:!)-!)%&04!-='!,1+9&,>!?7)!+1,-!)%-,&!.4-5!-)%&4!
*1+')+)0-',;!!$%&,&!+,,&5?10&,!4&,71)&2!0'!+!HIV"!0'206)5&')!+8+0',)!)%&!?4-)%&4,!
.-4!MS4&)&'6&!-.!4&1080-7,!/-4,%0*!+'2!M&')%7,0+,)06F!k,06l!S4-*%&60&,;NHVH!!<,!5+':!
5+,)&4,!.&+4&2>!&9+'8&106+1!S4-)&,)+')0,53,!02&+,!-.!,*040)7+1!&C7+10):!+'2!7'09&4,+1!
.&11-=,%0*!7'2&450'&2!)%&!5+,)&4@,1+9&!4&1+)0-',%0*!+'2!,788&,)&2!)%+)!&C7+10):!
508%)!&(0,)!-'!-)%&4!*1+0',;HV" !!<,!%0,)-40+',!R:190+![4&:!+'2!O&)):!/--2!'-)&>!Mc'&!
50,,0-'+4:!'-)06&2!)%+)!a)%-,&!,1+9&,!=%-!&'K-:&2!)%&!84&+)&,)!.4&&2-5!+'2!%+2!)-!
.+6&!)%&!.&=&,)!-?,)+61&,!=&4&!+1,-!)%&!1&+,)!10F&1:!)-!?&6-5&!6-'9&4),;3N!!!D'!-)%&4!
+6),!-.!M2&.0+'6&>N!,-5&!'&=1:@6-'9&4)&2!,1+9&!=-5&'!0'9-F&2!4&1080-'!+,!+!
M2&.&',&!+8+0',)!)%&!17,)!-.!=%0)&!5+,)&4,;NHVP!]1)05+)&1:>!0'!+':!6+,&>!?-)%!)%&!
<'8106+'!M&)%'06!)%&-1-806+1!&(&8&,0,N!+'2!/%0)&.0&123,!71)05+)&1:!*4-902&2!
0')&11&6)7+1!,7**-4)!)-!,1+9&4:;HVV!!!

HP_ !X+4)%+!R055-',!+'2![4+'F!<;!$%-5+,>!&2>!>#.$7-)20&T)*-&8$7#.3&Y)#.?&$2&

52*-"%"0<&":&5:#)7$2&5;.#)7$2&8.#;"2+&LN_O&*"&*-.&>#.1.2*!\YjU!/;/;!Y-4)-'>!"WHW^U!
"H;!
HVW !D?02;!
HVH !G+6F,-'>!MZ78%!O4:+'!+'2!)%&!L9+'8&106+1!X-9&5&')!0'!E-1-'0+1!R-7)%!E+4-10'+>N!

J_V;!
HV" !R:190+![4&:!+'2!O&)):!/--2>!'";.&8-"9*)20&*"&d)"2>!Q">!QV;!
HVP !D?02U!QV;!
HVV !B1+,,-'>!!$1*.#)20&8%$6.#<>!HHH@HPQ;!

!

"#I!

D'!,*0)&!-.!%0,!M-7),02&4@'&,,>N!/%0)&.0&12!%+2!*1&'):!-.!02&-1-806+1!6-5*+':!
+5-'8!,-7)%&4'!&9+'8&106+1!*1+')&4,;!!!<5-'8!)%&5!=+,!Z&'4:!T+74&',>!)%&!
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&..-4),!)-!%+4'&,,!/%0)&.0&123,!05+8&;!!Z&!M6%02&2!)%&!1+)&!B&-48&!/%0)&.0&12N!.-4!
&5?4+60'8!+!?0?106+1!2&.&',&!-.!,1+9&4:!+'2!'-)&2!)%+)!+,!1-'8!+,!0'209027+1,!
6-')0'7&2!)-!7,&!E%40,)0+'0):!)-!2&.&'2!)%&!0',)0)7)0-'>!)%&4&!=+,!10))1&!%-*&!.-4!0),!
&'2;H#V!
&36!$EE496>5<8!$GB8454B>4;5!
<')0,1+9&4:!,&')05&'),!=&4&!'-)!7'6-55-'!0'!)%&!O40)0,%!<)1+')06!/-412!?:!
)%&!HIQW,>!?7)!/%0)&.0&12!20&2!?&.-4&!)%&!+?-10)0-'!5-9&5&')!?&8+'!0'!&+4'&,);!!
R-5&=%+)!04-'06+11:>!809&'!/%0)&.0&123,!*4-@,1+9&4:!,&')05&'),!0'!)%&!1+,)!2&6+2&,!
-.!%0,!10.&>!%0,!*4&+6%0'8!,)476F!+!6%-42!=0)%!<.406+'!<5&406+',;!!$-!)%&5>!)%&!02&+!-.!

H#" !L20)-40+1!Y-)&!0'!D?02U!""_;!
H#P !Y-;!"IQU!B&-48&!/%0)&.0&123,!/011!\X+4;!"">!HIIW^!0'>!D?02U!"HV;!
H#V !L20)-40+1!Y-)&!0'!D?02U!""_;!

!

"IP!

&C7+10):!0'!)%&!&:&,!-.!B-2!,788&,)&2!)%+)!)%+)!.4&&2-5!,%-712!&()&'2!)-!)%&04!
&+4)%1:!109&,;!!Z0,!.1+5?-:+')!,):1&!-.!*4&+6%0'8!=+,!+1,-!10F&1:!+**&+10'8!?&6+7,&!0)!
=+,!,0501+4!)-!)%&!&'&48:!.-7'2!0'!5+':!0'208&'-7,!<.406+'!4&1080-7,!*4+6)06&,;H#J!!
/%01&!/%0)&.0&12!=+,!'&9&4!+'!+?-10)0-'0,)>!%0,!5&,,+8&!=+,!6-@-*)&2!0')-!)%&!
+')0,1+9&4:!4%&)-406>!+.)&4!%0,!2&+)%;!!Z&!7'=0))0'81:!%&1*&2!)-!0',*04&!+!'75?&4!-.!
?1+6F!&9+'8&106+1,!=%-5!0'!)74'>!7,&2!%0,!*4&+6%0'8!)-!+487&!+8+0',)!,1+9&4:;!!!
c1+72+%!LC70+'->!=%-!?&6+5&!+!X&)%-20,)>!=+,!+'!<.406+'!+?-10)0-'0,)!
,)4-'81:!0'.17&'6&2!?:!/%0)&.0&12;!!LC70+'-!6-'9&4)&2!)-!E%40,)0+'0):!,-5&)05&!0'!
HIIV>!.&49&')1:!&5?4+60'8!)%&!)&+6%0'8,!-.!)%&!M'&=!?04)%;NH##!!Z&!%+2!-?,&49&2!
/%0)&.0&12!*4&+6%!0'!S%01+2&1*%0+!&08%)!:&+4,!&+410&4;!!LC70+'-!=+,!+=&,)476F!+)!
=%+)!%&!,+=U!+!M6%746%!64-=2&2!=0)%!*&-*1&e!)%&!6%746%@:+42!=+,!.711!10F&=0,&>!+'2!
+!'75?&4!-.!*&-*1&!=&4&!&9&'!5-7')&2!-'!1+22&4,;NH#I &&$-12!)%+)!/%0)&.0&12!=+,!
*4&+6%0'8>!LC70+'-!'-)&2!)%+)!%&!M%+2!-.)&'!%&+42!-.!)%0,!8&')1&5+'>!+'2!=0,%&2!)-!
,&&!+'2!%&+4!%05N!?7)!%+2!M'&9&4!?&.-4&!%+2!+'!-**-4)7'0):;NH#Q!!Z&!*7,%&2!&+8&41:!
0')-!)%&!E%746%>!+'2!,+=!M)%0,!*0-7,!5+'!&(%-4)0'8!*&-*1&!=0)%!)%&!84&+)&,)!.&49-74!
+'2!&+4'&,)'&,,>!+'2!,=&+)0'8!+,!576%!+,!D!&9&4!202!=%01&!0'!,1+9&4:!-'!X-',&44+)!
?&+6%;NH#_!!/%0)&.0&123,!&'&48:!4&,-'+)&2!=0)%!LC70+'->!=%-!=4-)&>!MD!)%-78%)!0)!

H#J !E+44&))+>!>-)%%)1&@-.$*%.<>!"_;!
H## !c1+72+%!LC70+'->!,-.&42*.#.1*)20&/$##$*)6.&":&=%$93$-&Ce9)$2"+&"#&K91*$691&

E$11$+&*-.&5:#)7$2+&@#)**.2&D<&I);1.%:+&E"%F&R!\T-'2-'>!HI_V^U!"I"@"_W;!

H#I !D?02>!V;!!`&.&4,!)-!&1&6)4-'06!9&4,0-'!+9+01+?1&!)%4-78%!)%&!f2)6.#1)*<&":&/"#*-&

'$#"%)2$U1&H"79;.2*)20&*-.&5;.#)7$2&8"9*-&
f%))*Udd2-6,-7)%;7'6;&27d'&%d&C70+'-"d&C70+'-";%)51g!<66&,,&2!""!Y-9;!"WHH;!
H#Q !D?02U!J;!
H#_ !D?02;!

!

"IV!

,)4+'8&!D!%+2!'&9&4!,&&'!2090'&,!&(&4)!)%&5,&19&,!0'!)%0,!5+''&4!?&.-4&>!+'2!D!=+,!
'-!1-'8&4!+)!+!1-,,!)-!+66-7')!.-4!)%&!)%0'!6-'84&8+)0-',;NHIW!!!E%40,)0+'0):>!=%06%!
=-712!6+5&!)-!7'2&4,6-4&!LC70+'-3,!+?-10)0-'0,)!6-'906)0-',>!4&,-'+)&2!10F&!0)!%+2!
'-)!?&.-4&;!
S%0110,!/%&+)1&:3,!+')0,1+9&4:!05*71,&,>!)-->!=&4&!?-4'!-.!%&4!4&1080-7,!
?&10&.,;!!/%&+)1&:>!+!2&9-7)!X&)%-20,)>!6+*)74&2!0'!%&4!&1&8:!)-!/%0)&.0&12>!?-)%!%0,!
)4+',@2&'-50'+)0-'+1!+**&+1!+'2!)%&!M&5-)0-'+1!+**&+1N!-.!%0,!*4&+6%0'8!=0)%!
=-42,!10F&!MB1-=32>N!M0'.1+5&2N!+'2!M6+*)09+)&;NHIH!!/%&+)1&:3,!&1&8:!6+)+*71)&2!)%&!
:-7'8!=40)&4!)-!+!1&9&1!-.!.+5&!7'*4&6&2&')&2!.-4!+'!<.406+'@<5&406+';!!T0F&!
LC70+'-!=-712!=0)%!%0,!HIQ_!,1+9&!'+44+)09&>!/%&+)1&:!%&1*&2!.-46&!&08%)&&')%@
6&')74:!,-60&):!)-!6-'.4-')!)%&!%75+'0):!-.!,1+9&,>!0'!)%&!502,)!-.!+'!-'8-0'8!2&?+)&!
+5-'8,)!&08%)&&')%@6&')74:!*%01-,-*%&4,!10F&![4+'60,!O+6-'>!i+902!Z75&!+'2!
D55+'7&1!n+')!+?-7)!M=%+)!F0'2!-.!64&+)74&,!<.406+',!)471:!=&4&;NHI"!!D'!.+6)>!&..-4),!
)-!*7?10,%!%&4!.04,)!?--F!0'!HII"!.+01&2!?&6+7,&!0),!*7?10,%&4,!=&4&!7'+?1&!)-!+))4+6)!
+!,7..060&')!'75?&4!-.!,7?,640?&4,!.4-5!O-,)-'0+',!=%-!?&10&9&2!)%+)!+!,1+9&!6-712!
%+9&!=40))&'!)%&!*-&5!=0)%-7)!+,,0,)+'6&;HIP!!Y-'&)%&1&,,>!/%&+)1&:!6-')0'7&2!)-!
40,&!0'!.+5&!)%4-78%!%&4!&1&8:;!!]1)05+)&1:>!)%-78%>!,%&!4&K&6)&2!)%&!4-1&!/%0)&.0&12!
,788&,)&2!.-4!<.406+'!<5&406+',!0'!%0,!MY&84-&!=%-!*4+:,>!aT-42>!F&&*!)%&!2--4!-.!

HIW !D?02!
HIH !E+44&))+>!>-)%%)1&@-.$*%.<>!IP;!
HI" !Z&'4:!T-70,!B+)&,>!G4;>!,-.&,#)$%1&":&>-)%%)1&@-.$*%.<?&5;.#)7$U1&Y)#1*&A%$7B&>".*&

$23&I.#&C27"92*.#1&T)*-&*-.&Y"923)20&Y$*-.#1!\YjU!O+,06!O--F,>!D'6>!"WWP^U!"P;!
HIP !D?02U!"";!

!

"IJ!

5:!10*,>!)%+)!D!5+:!'-)!-..&'2!=0)%!5:!)-'87&;3NHIV !!D',)&+2>!%&4!)4+',+)1+')06!.+5&>!
&1-C7&'6&!=0)%!=-42,!+'2!F&&'!,&',&!-.!*-10)06,!)4+',.-45&2!%&4!0')-!+'!05*-4)+')!
.0874&!0'!)%&!+?-10)0-'0,)!=-412;!!!
/%&+)1&:>!-.!6-74,&>!6-')0'7&2!)-!=40)&!+'2!)-!*7?10,%;!!$%4&&!:&+4,!+.)&4!,%&!
=4-)&!%&4!&1&8:!)-!/%0)&.0&12>!,%&!*7?10,%&2!+!,&40&,!-.!*-&5,!+'2!-)%&4!=40)0'8,>!
=%06%!0'6172&2!%&4!)%-78%),!-'!,1+9&4:;!!<**&'2&2!)-!)%&!*7?106+)0-'3,!0')4-276)0-'!
=+,!+'!+))&,)+)0-'!,08'&2!?:!X+,,+6%7,&)),!8-9&4'-4!$%-5+,!Z7)6%0',-'>!E%+41&,!
E%+7'6:>!L2!S&5?&4)-'>!+'2!+!%-,)!-.!-)%&4!0'.17&')0+1!4&1080-7,!+'2!60901!1&+2&4,!-.!
6-1-'0+1!X+,,+6%7,&)),>!)%+)!/%&+)1&:!%+2>!0'2&&2>!=40))&'!)%&,&!=-42,!%&4,&1.>!
=0)%-7)!%&1*!.4-5!%&4!50,)4&,,!-4!-)%&4!=%0)&!*&4,-';HIJ!!Z&4!)-*06,!0'6172&2!
,1+9&4:;!!c'&!*-&5!6+11&2!0)!+!M5&46:!?4-78%)!5&!.4-5!5:!S+8+'!1+'2>N!?7)!+290,&2!
%&4!4&+2&4,!)-!M`&5&5?&4>!E%40,)0+',>!Y&84-,>!?1+6F!+,!E+0'>!X+:!?&!4&.0'32>!+'2!K-0'!
)%&3!+'8&106!)4+0';HI#!!$%0,!0117,)4+)&,!/%&+)1&:3,!?&10&.!0'!E%40,)0+'0):!+,!+'!&C7+10A&4>!
?7)!+1,-!,+=!6-'9&4)&2!<.406+',!+,!%08%&4!0'!,)+)7,!)%+'!)%-,&!=%-!,)011!.-11-=&2!
0'208&'-7,!<.406+'!,*040)7+1!*4+6)06&,;!!<,!%0,)-40+'!R)&*%+'0&!R5+11=--23,!=-4F!%+,!
,%-='>!,1+9&,!%+2!)%&04!-='!%0&4+46%0&,>!*+4)0671+41:!)%-,&!)%+)!*40901&8&2!
E%40,)0+'0A&2!,1+9&,!=%-!%+2!?&&'!?4-78%)!-9&4!,-5&!)05&!+8-;HII!!D'!%0,!
+?-10)0-'0,)!'+44+)09&>!LC70+'-!+1,-!&6%-&2!)%0,!,&')05&')>!6-5*+40'8!%05,&1.!

HIV !D?02U!IJ;!
HIJ !D')4->!S%0110,!/%&+)1&:>!>".;1&"2&E$#)"91&89DX.7*1+&J.%)0)"91&$23&!"#$%!\T-'2-'>!

HIIP^!
HI# !/%&+)1&:>!Mc'!O&0'8!O4-78%)!.4-5!<.406+!)-!<5&406+>N!0'!D?02U!HQ;!
HII !R)&*%+'0&!L;!R5+11=--2>!8$%*T$*.#&8%$6.#<?&5&!)33%.&>$11$0.&:#";&5:#)7$&*"&

5;.#)7$2&H)$1("#$!\E+5?4028&>!X<U!Z+49+42!]'09&4,0):!S4&,,>!"WWQ^;!!!
!

"I#!

.+9-4+?1:!)-!+!,6+40.0&2!<.406+';HIQ!!L9&'!+5-'8!<.406+',>!4&1080-'!=+,!+!.+6)-4!0'!)%&!
2&)&450'+)0-'!-.!4+6&!+'2!,)+)7,;!
/%&+)1&:!+224&,,&2!)%&!*-,,0?010):!-.!.4&&2-5!0'!+'-)%&4!9&4,&>!+224&,,&2!)-!
)%&!L+41!-.!i+4)5-7)%;!!M[+04![4&&2-5!4-,&!Y&=@L'81+'2!)-!+2-4'qL1+)&!=0)%!%-*&!
%&4!4+6&!'-!1-'8&4!5-74',e!L+6%!,-71!&(*+'2,>!&+6%!84+)&.71!?-,-5!?74',>N!,%&!
=4-)&;HI_!!$%&!*-&5!6-')+0',!4&*&+)&2!4&.&4&'6&,!)-!M%&4N!4+6&>!+,!=&11!+,!)-!%&4!
M24&+2N!-.!M)%&!04-'!6%+0';NHQW!R%&!=4-)&>!
D>!:-7'8!0'!10.&>!?:!,&&50'8!647&1!.+)&q!
/+,!,'+)6%32!.4-5!<.4063,!.+'6:32!%+**:!,&+)U!!
/%+)!*+'8,!&(64760+)0'8!57,)!5-1&,)>!!
/%+)!,-44-=,!1+?-74!0'!5:!*+4&')3,!?4&+,)r!!!
R)&&132!=+,!)%+)!,-71!+'2!?:!'-!50,&4:!5-932!!
$%+)!.4-5!+!.+)%&4!,&0A32!%0,!?+?&!?&1-932;HQH!!
!
`&5&5?&40'8!%&4!6+*)74&!+'2!,+1&!0')-!,1+9&4:!0'!HI#H>!+'2!5-74'0'8!)%&!
,&*+4+)0-'!-.!.+5010&,!0'.106)&2!?:!,1+9&4:;!!T0F&!%&4!-)%&4!=-4F>!4&50'2,!0),!4&+2&4,!
-.!)%&!%75+'0):!-.!,1+9&,;!
$%&!<.406+'@<5&406+'!*4&+6%&4!G-%'!X+44+')>!)-->!=+,!0'.17&'6&2!?:!+'!&+41:!
&'6-7')&4!=0)%!B&-48&!/%0)&.0&12;!!<66-420'8!)-!%0,!'+44+)09&>!=%06%!6%4-'061&,!%0,!
6-'9&4,0-'!)-!&9+'8&106+1!E%40,)0+'0):;!!Z&!=+,!&'@4-7)&!)-!*1+:!%0,![4&'6%!%-4'!.-4!
,-5&-'&!0'!E%+41&,!$-='!=%&'!%&!=+,!+?-7)!)%04)&&'!:&+4,!-12>!=%&'!%&!*+,,&2!+!
5&&)0'8%-7,&!-9&4.1-=0'8!=0)%!*&-*1&;!!/%&'!%&!0'C704&2!+?-7)!=%+)!=+,!)+F0'8!

HIQ !`-?&4)!G;!<110,-'>!&2>!,-.&42*.#.1*)20&/$##$*)6.&":&*-.&V):.&":&=%$93$-&Ce9)$2"?&

@#)**.2&D<&I);1.%:&\YjU!O&2.-42dR);!X+4)0'3,>!H__J^U!PI;!
HI_ !M$-!)%&!`08%)!Z-'-74+?1&!/0110+5>!L+41!-.!i+4)5-7)%>N!0'!E+44&))+>!>-)%%)1&

@-.$*%.<>!IP;!
HQW !D?02U!IV;!
HQH !D?02;!

!

"II!

*1+6&>!%&!=+,!)-12!)%+)>!M+!64+A:!5+'!=+,!%+11-0'8!k,06l!)%&4&;NHQ" !X+44+')!6-')&'2&2!
)%+)!%0,!6-'9&4,0-'!&(*&40&'6&!)--F!*1+6&!+,!%&!.04,)!%&+42!/%0)&.0&12!,*&+F;!!$%&!
*4&+6%&4!+**&+4&2!)-!1--F!+'2!*-0')!204&6)1:!+)!%05!+'2!7))&4&2!MS4&*+4&!)-!5&&)!
)%:!B-2>!c!D,4+&1;NHQP!X+44+')!=+,!-9&46-5&!+'2!*+,,&2!-7);!!!<.)&4!%&+40'8!-.!:-7'8!
X+44+')3,!6-'9&4,0-'!&(*&40&'6&!+.)&4!%0,!,&45-'>!/%0)&.0&12!&')&4&2!)%&!9&,)4:>!
=%&4&!X+44+')!%+2!?&&'!)+F&'!)-!4&6-9&4;!!Z&!)-12!X+44+')>!MG&,7,!E%40,)!%+,!8-)!
)%&&!+)!1+,);NHQV!$%0,!&*0,-2&!%0,!5+4F&2!)%&!?&80''0'8!-.!X+44+')3,!4&1080-7,!10.&;HQJ!
X+44+')!=+,!'-)!+!,1+9&!10F&!/%&+)1&:!-4!LC70+'->!?7)!%0,!'+44+)09&!=+,!-.!
,0501+4!05*-4)+'6&!?&6+7,&!0)!%&1*&2!)-!%75+'0A&!<.406+'@<5&406+',;!!Z&!?&6+5&>!
10F&!/%0)&.0&12>!+'!0)0'&4+')!50'0,)&4!=%-!50'0,)&4&2!?-)%!)-!?1+6F!6-557'0)0&,!0'!
)%&!<5&406+,!+'2!)-!Y+)09&!<5&406+',;HQ#!!$%&!*7?106+)0-'!-.!%0,!'+44+)09&!0'!HIQJ!
6-0'602&2!=0)%!%0,!-420'+)0-';!!S&4%+*,!'-)!6-0'602&')+11:>!0)!6-')+0'&2!+!'75?&4!-.!
)%&5&,!,0501+4!)-!/%0)&.0&123,!+7)-?0-84+*%:>!,76%!+,!+!1+6F!-.!,7**-4)!.4-5!
X+44+')3,!.+501:!-9&4!%0,!4&1080-7,!6-'9&4,0-';HQI!Z0,!.-45+1!4&1080-7,!)4+0'0'8!+'2!
-420'+)0-'!)--F!*1+6&!7'2&4!)%&!)7)&1+8&!-.!)%&!E-''&(0-'!-.!/%0)&.0&123,!*+)4-'>!
R&10'+!Z+,)0'8,>!)%&!E-7')&,,!-.!Z7')0'82-';!!$%&!E-''&(0-'!=+,!+!,5+11!,-60&):!-.!
&9+'8&106+1!X&)%-20,)!6%746%&,!)%+)!)%&!E-7')&,,!.-7'2&2!0'!HIQP;!!X+44+')3,!
=40)0'8,!%+2!)%&!,+5&!5&,,+8&!-.!&C7+10):!0'!)%&!&:&,!-.!B-2!)%+)!0',*04&2!
HQ" !G-%'!X+44+')>!5&/$##$*)6.&":&*-.&V"#3U1&@"23.#:9%&H.$%)201&T)*-&M"-2&!$##$2*+&$&

A%$7B!\T-'2-'>!HIQQ^U!Q;!
HQP !D?02U!_;!
HQV !D?02;!
HQJ !D?02U!HW@HH;!
HQ# !D?02U!H_@"Q;!
HQI !D?02U!H";!

!

"IQ!

&675&'06+1!+?-10)0-';!!D'!-'&!*+,,+8&>!%&!-?,&49&2>!M?1+6F!'+)0-',!5+:!?&!=%0)&!0'!
)%&!?1--2!-.!)%&!T+5?e!)%+)!9+,)!571)0)72&,!-.!%+42!)-'87&,>!+'2!-.!+!,)4+'8&!,*&&6%>!
5+:!1&+4'!)%&!1+'87+8&!-.!E+'++'>!+'2!,0'8!)%&!,-'8!-.!X-,&,;NHQQ!D)!=+,!)%0,!,-4)!-.!
)%-78%)!)%+)!0',*04&2!LC70+'-!+'2!-)%&4!?1+6F!&9+'8&106+1!+?-10)0-'0,),;!
X+44+')!+'2!LC70+'->!0'!)74'>!0',*04&2!-)%&4!?1+6F!+?-10)0-'0,)!=40)&4,!+'2!
*4&+6%&4,>!0'61720'8!o7-?'+!c))-?+%!E78-+'-;!!E78-+'->!+!.-45&4!,1+9&!.4-5!B%+'+!
+'2!.40&'2!-.!LC70+'->!+7)%-4&2!)=-!05*-4)+')!+?-10)0-'0,)!=-4F,;!!$%&!.04,)!=+,!
,-"90-*1&$23&8.2*);.2*1&"2&*-.&C6)%&$23&@)7B.3&,#$::)7&":&*-.&8%$6.#<&$23&'";;.#7.&
":&*-.&I9;$2&8(.7).1!\HIQI^;!!$%+)!,+5&!:&+4>!%&!+1,-!*7?10,%&2!+!'+44+)09&!-.!%0,!
&',1+9&5&')>!/5JJ5,4EC&":&*-.&C21%$6.;.2*&":&=,,=A5I&'fK=5/=+&&$&/$*)6.&":&
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-.:!(/!-/(++!&S&7,+('(&3!'&*;-!6.77.)!*7.)8!Q)8+(-%!3(--&)/&;-!';.7!/%&!-&6.)3!%*+'!
.'!/%&!-&0&)/&&)/%!6&)/1;=!.)9*;3!*5.1/!6(0(+!*)3!;&+(8(.1-!+&*3&;-!';.7!./%&;!
3&).7()*/(.)-!(7,&3()8!/%&(;!*5(+(/=!/.!3&/&;7()&!/%&(;!.9)!;&+(8(.1-!,*/%-G!!V/!9*-!
)./!,*;/(61+*;+=!;&0.+1/(.)*;=!.;!;*3(6*+G!
2%(/&'(&+34-!DE"R!-&;7.)!O,)%?4C-E+%<,2"E+"*;!;&'&;&)6&3!X@;()6&-!*)3!
N1+&;-!.'!/%&!Q*;/%Y!9%.!9&;&!X/..!%*,,=!/.!5&!3(-/1;5&3!5=!1)9&+6.7&3!/;1/%-GYD#L!!
V/!*+-.!;&'&;&)6&3!/%.-&!X-&/!.1/!9(/%!'*+-&!B./(.)-!.'!N&+(8(.)g!*)3!/%.18%!/%&=!+(0&!
()!*!A%;(-/(*)!A.1)/;=:!=&/!P).9!)./!9%*/!A%;(-/(*)(/=!(-GYD#E!!I-!U*;=!N&7&;4-!*)3!
A%;(-!O&)&P&4-!*)*+=-&-!.'!/%&!;%&/.;(6!.'!/.+&;*)6&!-%.9:!9%&;&()!&0&)!*-!/%&-&!
6+&;8=7&)!,;&*6%&3!/.+&;*/(.):!51/!;&+(8(.1-!+&*3&;-!%*3!3&'()(/(0&!*)3!3(''&;&)/!
(3&*-!.'!9%*/!/;1&!;&+(8(.)!9*-!*)3!9&;&!3&/&;7()&3!/.!,;.7./&!/%&(;!.9)!
0(-(.)-GD#`!

D## !U&.;8&!2%(/&'(&+3:!X?&;G!iV^!$%&!O1;)()8!O1-%:Y!()!I)3;&9!U(''.;3:!&3:!A"#,+));%

K)2C-;E%P2)*@,)5%VB%+,)%S*+)%1)-2#)%3,"+).")45!\[.)3.):!DEEDa^!ZLFG!
D#L !U&.;8&!2%(/&'(&+3:!O,)%?4C-E+%<,2"E+"*;!\O.-/.):!DE"Ra^!#G!
D#E !V5(3^!LG!
D#` !N&7&;:!TIC*;"EC%*;5%+,)%/"E)%-.%O-4)2*+"-;:!Lg!O&)&P&:!=)B-;5%O-4)2*+"-;:!DEG!

!

"`b!

$%&!(3&*!.'!*!6.)-&)/K5*-&3:!;&,15+(6*)!-/=+&!.'!6%1;6%!8.0&;)7&)/!3(3:!*-!
@*/;(6(*!O.).7(!)./&-:!7*P&!).)6.)'.;7(-/!6.+.)(-/-!X()%&;&)/+=!-=7,*/%&/(6!/.!
6(0(+!;&,15+(6*)(-7GYD#R!!$%&=!*+-.!/&)3&3!/.!5&!3&&,+=!-1-,(6(.1-!.'!6%1;6%!*)3!6(0(+!
%(&;*;6%(&-!*)3!/%&;&'.;&!7.;&!()6+()&3!/.!-(3&!9(/%!/%&!;&0.+1/(.)*;(&-GDLF!!
B.)&/%&+&--:!/%(-!3.&-!)./!6%*)8&!/%&!'*6/!/%*/!2%(/&'(&+3!3(3!)./!-,&*P!/%&!
;&0.+1/(.)*;=!;%&/.;(6!';.7!/%&!,1+,(/G!
$%&!'()*+:!*)3!7.-/!.50(.1-!,;.5+&7!9(/%!6+*(7()8!2%(/&'(&+3!*-!*!'.1)3()8!
'*/%&;!(-!/%*/!%&!3(&3!5&'.;&!/%&!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.):!*)3!*+-.!9&++!5&'.;&!/%&!
&S(-/&)6&!.'!*)!I7&;(6*)!,;./&-/*)/!-=)/%&-(-:!31;()8!/%&!Q*;+=!N&,15+(6GDLD!!
2%(/&'(&+3!9*-!*+(0&!'.;!*)3!()'+1&)/(*+!()!-.7&!.'!/%&!&*;+=!X61+/1;*+!/&;;*()Y!()!
9%(6%!X;&,15+(6*)!A%;(-/(*)(/=!9.1+3!+*/&;!'+.1;(-%:Y!*)3!%&!9*-!X'*7(+(*;!9(/%!/%&!
)&9&;!+*)81*8&!.'!+(5&;/=GYDLZ!B.)&/%&+&--:!%&!/&)3&3!/.!&7,+.=!/%&!+*)81*8&!.'!
+(5&;/=!'.;!X+(7(/&3!,1;,.-&-GYDL"!H&!6;(/(6(<&3!7.)*;6%-!'.;!X*;5(/;*;=!*)3!
/=;*))(6*+!8.0&;)7&)/:!5./%!()!6%1;6%!*)3!-/*/&:Y!51/!%(-!X;&+(8(.1-!+*)81*8&Y!9*-!
7.-/+=!X()).6&)/!.'!,.+(/(6*+!6.))./*/(.)-GYDLb!!
2%(/&'(&+3!;&/*()&3!%(-!-/*/1-!*-!*)!()/&;)*/(.)*+!(6.)!*'/&;!%(-!3&*/%:!51/!()!
/%&!-..)K/.K5&!W)(/&3!?/*/&-:!%(-!(7*8&!5&6*7&!6.K.,/&3!'(;-/:!'.;!,*/;(./(6!,1;,.-&-:!
D#R !@*/;(6(*!WG!O.).7(:!XjH(,,.6;*/&-!$9()-^4!N&+(8(.)!*)3!@.+(/(6-!()!/%&!I7&;(6*)!

N&0.+1/(.)GY!O,)%T"E+-2B%O)*@,)2:!_.+G!ZR:!B.G!Z!\M&5G:!DRRLa^!DbDKDbZG!
DLF !V5(3G!
DLD !?&&!,*;/(61+*;+=!N1//&)51;8:!XU&.;8&!2%(/&'(&+3:Y!bZRKb#`!*)3!B.++:!X$%&!

I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)!*)3!@;./&-/*)/!Q0*)8&+(6*+(-7GY!:DT:!_.+G!Z":!B.G!":!N&+(8(.)!*)3!
H(-/.;=!\2()/&;:!DRR"a^!LD#KL"`G!
DLZ !B.++:!?C)2"@*]E%1-5:!ELG!
DL" !V5(3:!ELG!
DLb !V5(3:!ELG!

!

"`#!

*)3!+*/&;:!5=!I7&;(6*)!&0*)8&+(6*+-!-&&P()8!/.!7*P&!-&)-&!.'!/%&!,+*6&!.'!;&+(8(.)!()!
Q*;+=!I7&;(6*)!61+/1;&!*)3!,.+(/(6-G!!V/!9*-!,*;/!.'!9%*/![*75&;/!6*++-!*)!XI7&;(6*)!
N&0.+1/(.)!.'!N&+(8(.)GY!!V/!&0.+0&3!';.7!*!-/;188+&!/.!3&/&;7()&!%.9!&(8%/&&)/%K
6&)/1;=!(3&*-!.'!;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=!9.1+3!,+*=!.1/!()!/%&!)&9!;&,15+(6G!![*75&;/!
&)0(-(.)-!/%(-!;&0.+1/(.)!.'!;&+(8(.)!*-!*!-.6(*+!7.0&7&)/!/%*/!%*3!-.7&!;../-!()!/%&!
I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.):!51/!9*-!)./!&)/(;&+=!()/&;/9()&3!9(/%!(/G!!!
$%&;&!9*-!*!-&)-&!*7.)8!X/%&!0*-/!7*f.;(/=!.'!I7&;(6*)-:Y![*75&;/!)./&-:!
/%*/!X;&+(8(.1-!/=;*))=!*)3!,;(&-/6;*'/!71-/!5&!;../&3!.1/!.'!6%1;6%!*)3!-/*/&GYDL#!V/!
9*-!1,!/.!/%&!()3(0(31*+!X/.!3&6(3&!7*//&;-!.'!'*(/%GYDLL!$%(-!5&+(&'!9*-!,*;/+=!/%&!
;&-1+/!.'!/%&!U;&*/!I9*P&)()8!*)3!,*;/+=!.'!/%&!Q)+(8%/&)7&)/GDLE !X$%;&*/-!/.!
;&+(8(.1-!';&&3.7Y!9*-!/.!5&!*--1;&3!5=!X0(;/1.1-!()3(0(31*+-Y!9%.!6.1+3!X6%&6P!
,.9&;!6.)6&)/;*/&3!()!/%&!6.1;/!*)3!6%1;6%GY!!O./%!I7&;(6*)!d(--&)/&;-!*)3!
N*3(6*+!2%(8-!-*9!;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=!*-!*!'*6&/!.'!6(0(+!+(5&;/(&-GDL`!!2%(/&'(&+3!9*-!
6&;/*()+=!-&&)!*-!0(;/1.1-!5=!%(-!'.++.9&;-:!51/!.)6&!*8*():!%(-!3&*/%!5&'.;&!/%&!
I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.)!+(7(/-!%(-!1-&!*-!*!-=75.+!.'!I7&;(6*)!;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=G!
I-![*75&;/!*+-.!.5-&;0&-:!/%&!-/;188+&!'.;!;&+(8(.1-!';&&3.7!9*-!)./!*!
-(7,+&!7*//&;!.'!*66.77.3*/()8!*!X5;.*3:!6*/%.+(6!0(&9!.'!A%;(-/(*)(/=GYDLR!$%&!
X5(//&;!3(0(3&-Y!/%*/!&S(-/&3!5&/9&&)!A*/%.+(6-!*)3!@;./&-/*)/-:!*)3!5&/9&&)!

DL# ![*75&;/:!O,)%!-I;5";#%!*+,)2E%*;5%+,)%P4*@)%-.%/)4"#"-;%";%?C)2"@*:!D`FG!
DLL !V5(3G!
DLE !V5(3G!
DL` !V5(3^!D`DG!
DLR !V5(3^!EG!

!

"`L!

3(''&;&)/!@;./&-/*)/!-&6/-:!-/(++!;&7*()&3GDEF!!$%&!;&-1+/!9*-!*!'(;-/!*7&)37&)/:!
9%(6%!,;./&6/&3!;&+(8(.1-!';&&3.7:!*)3!*!A.)-/(/1/(.)!/%*/!3(3!)./!&-/*5+(-%!*!
)*/(.)*+!6%1;6%G!!O&8())()8!()!DEEL:!*+7.-/!*!'1++!-(S!=&*;-!*'/&;!2%(/&'(&+34-!3&*/%:!
/%&!3&+&8*/&-!.'!/%&!A.)/()&)/*+!A.)8;&--!5&8*)!/%&!,;.6&--!.'!3;*'/()8!*)!
()-/;17&)/!.'!8.0&;)7&)/!/%*/!9.1+3!X-*'&81*;3!/%&(;!+(5&;/(&-GYDED!!C16%!3&5*/&!
&)-1&3!.0&;!9%&/%&;!/%&!)&9!;&,15+(6!-%.1+3!&75;*6&!/.+&;*/(.):!.;!/%&!7.;&!
;*3(6*+!;&+(8(.1-!';&&3.7GDEZ!I-!*;81*5+=!/%&!7.-/!0(-(5+&!(6.)!.'!/%&!U;&*/!
I9*P&)()8:!9%(6%!%*3!%&+,&3!/.!'.7&)/!&(8%/&&)/%K6&)/1;=!3(-6.1;-&!*5.1/!
;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=:!2%(/&'(&+3!,;.0(3&3!*!,.9&;'1+!-=75.+!'.;!/%.-&!9%.!-.18%/!/.!
&)-%;()&!;&+(8(.1-!+(5&;/=!()!/%&!61+/1;*+!*)3!,.+(/(6*+!-/;16/1;&-!.'!/%&!'+&38+()8!
;&,15+(6G!!V/!9*-!*!,.-/%17.1-!&S/&)-(.)!.'!/%&!%&;.(6!-&+'K(7*8&!/%*/!%&!6*;&'1++=!
6.)-/;16/&3!'.;!%(7-&+'!/%;.18%!/%&!/;*)-KI/+*)/(6!,;()/!)&/9.;P-!/%;.18%!%(-!+('&:!
/%.18%!9(/%!*!7.;&!+.6*+(<&3:!)*/(.)*+!6.)/&S/GDE"!
@%(++(-!2%&*/+&=!9*-!*;81*5+=!/%&!'(;-/!,&;-.)!/.!6+*(7!*)!XI7&;(6*)Y!"C*#)!
'.;!2%(/&'(&+3!()!%&;!DEEF!&+&8(*6!,.&7GDEb!!H&;!,.&7!3&,(6/&3!2%(/&'(&+3!*-!*!
-,(;(/1*+!-*0(.;!.'!/%&!6.+.)(&-G!!$%&!-&6.)3!*)3!/%(;3!0&;-&-!.'!%&;!&+&8=!*;&!3&0./&3!
*+7.-/!()!/%&(;!&)/(;&/=:!/.!3&-6;(5()8!9%*/!%&!7&*)/!'.;!;&+(8(.1-!+('&!()!/%&!
6.+.)(&-^!
2%&)!%(-!ICQNVAIB?!9&;&!51;3&)v3!-.;&:!
DEF !V5(3^!EG!
DED !V5(3^!ZFEG!
DEZ !V5(3G!
DE" !?/.1/:!O,)%("0";)%(2*C*+"E+:!S(0G!
DEb !B./&^!$%(-!(-!)./!/%&!-*7&!*-!6+*(7()8!%(7!*-!*)!I7&;(6*)G!

!

"`E!

2%&)!-/;&&/-!9&;&!6;(7-.)v3!9(/%!/%&(;!81(+/+&--!8.;&p!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KKK!
$.9*;3-!?C)2"@*!m!6.1+3-/!/%.1!3.!7.;&!
$%*)!+&*0&!/%=!)*/(0&!%.7&:!/%&!=2"+"E,!-%.;&:!
$.!6;.--!/%&!8;&*/!I/+*)/(6v-!9*/v;=!;.*3:!
$.!-&&!?C)2"@*cE!3(-/;&--v3!*5.3&wDE#!
!
H&;!,.&7!-,&6('(6*++=!*33;&--&-!%(-!&)/.757&)/!()!C*--*6%1-&//-^!
!
U;&*/!A>WB$Q??p!9&!?C)2"@*;E!;&0&;&!
$%=!)*7&:!*)3!/%1-!6.)3.+&!/%=!8;(&'!-()6&;&^!
2&!7.1;)!9(/%!/%&&:!/%*/!$>CO!.5-61;&+=!,+*6v3:!
V)!9%(6%!/%=!A%*,+*()!1)3(-/1;5v3!3./%!;&-/G!
M)>HA;#4*;5!-1;&:!3./%!'&&+!/%&!>N@HIBv-!-7*;/g!
N&0&*+-!/%&!/;1&!-&)-*/(.)-!.'!%(-!%&*;/DEL!
!
2%(+&!/%(-!,.&7!;&0&;&-!2%(/&'(&+3!*-!*!'.;6&!()!,;.0(3&)/(*+!+('&!()!/%&!6.+.)(*+-:!(/!
*+-.!3(3!)./!)&6&--*;(+=!,;&6+13&!%(-!Q)8+(-%)&--!/%&!9*=!*!/;1&!6+*(7!.'!2%(/&'(&+3!
*-!*!'.1)3()8!'*/%&;!9.1+3!-188&-/G!!2%&*/+&=!-*9!%&;-&+'!*-!XI7&;(6*):Y!51/:!+(P&!
7*)=!6.+.)(-/-!()!DEEF:!(/!3(3!)./!*1/.7*/(6*++=!,;&6+13&!%&;!+.=*+/=!/.!n()8!U&.;8&!
VVVG!!V)!DEL`:!-%&!&0&)!9;./&!*!,.&7!()!9%(6%!-%&!,;*(-&3!n()8!U&.;8&^!XC*=!U&.;8&:!
5&+.043!5=!*++!/%&!)*/(.)-!;.1)3:![(0&!9(/%!%&*04)-!6%.(6&-/!6.)-/*)/!5+&--()8-!
6;.9)43pYDEE!Q0&)!2%(/&'(&+34-!*;3&)/!-1,,.;/&;-!m!2%&*/+&=:!?&+()*!H*-/()8-:!c*7&-!
H*5&;-%*7!K!3(3!)./!)&6&--*;(+=!/1;)!;&0.+1/(.)*;=!*/!/%&!.1/5;&*P!.'!9*;G!
2%&*/+&=!*6P).9+&38&3!2%(/&'(&+34-!O;(/(-%!%.7&:!*!-%*;&3!8;(&'!9(/%!%(-!
,*/;.)&--:!/%&!A.1)/&--!.'!H1)/()83.):!*)3!X%(-!+.)&+=!kC..;'(&+3-l!O*V)2;*@4):!k()!

DE# !2%&*/+&=:!XI)!Q+&8(*6!@.&7:Y!#KLG!
DEL !V5(3^!LG!
DEE !X$.!/%&!n()84-!C.-/!QS6&++&)/!C*f&-/=:!DEL`:Y!()!@%(++(-!2%&*/+&=:!P-)CE%-;%

W*2"-IE%KIVd)@+E6%/)4"#"-IE%*;5%N-2*4!\[.)3.):!DEE"a^!DEG!B./&^!$%(-!,.&7!9*-!
,15+(-%&3!()!DEE"G!
!

"``!

[.)3.)l!-&&-!).!7.;&eI!2HV$QMVQ[d!+*)3()8!.)!/%&!=2"+"E,!-%.;&GYDE`!Q0&)!*-!-%&!
7.1;)&3!9%*/!%(-!3&*/%!7&*)/!'.;!/%&!'1/1;&!.'!;&+(8(.1-!+('&!()!/%&!6.+.)(&-:!-%&!3(3!
)./!+.-&!-(8%/!.'!%(-!-/*/1-!*-!*)!";+)2;*+"-;*4!'(81;&G!!I)3!9%(+&!2%&*/+&=!-&+'K
(3&)/('(&3!*-!*)!I7&;(6*)!()!*!,&;(.3!9%&;&!/%&!-/;*()!5&/9&&)!U;&*/!O;(/*()!*)3!(/-!
O;(/(-%!B.;/%!I7&;(6*)!6.+.)(&-!8;&9:!%&;!3(-6.1;-&!(-!+(7(/&3!/.!;&+(8(.1-!+('&!*)3!
.''&;-!).!-188&-/(.)!.'!2%(/&'(&+3!%*0()8!*!;.+&!()!;&0.+1/(.)*;=!,.+(/(6-G!
$%&!7()8+()8!.'!2%(/&'(&+34-!3(-6.1;-&-!.'!,.+(/(6-!*)3!;&+(8(.)!9*-!/%&!
,;.316/!.'!%(-!3(-6(,+&-:!5&8())()8!-%.;/+=!*'/&;!2%(/&'(&+34-!3&*/%:!;*/%&;!/%*)!5=!
2%(/&'(&+3!%(7-&+'G!!V)!%(-!&+&8=!.'!2%(/&'(&+3:!@;&-5=/&;(*)!B*/%*)(&+!2%(/*P&;!
5&8*)!/%&!,;.6&--!.'!;&'.;71+*/()8!2%(/&'(&+3!()/.!*!;&0.+1/(.)*;=G!!2*+P&;4-!&+&8=!
;&-%*,&3!2%(/&'(&+34-!+*)81*8&!';.7!*!/.1;!.'!U;&*/!O;(/*()!/.!*;81&!/%*/!2%(/&'(&+3!
X9*-!*!,*/;(./:!)./!()!-%&9:!51/!;&*+(/=:!*)3!*)!&)&7=!/.!/=;*))=GYDER!2%(/&'(&+34-!
+*)81*8&!%*3:!()!'*6/:!5&&)!1-&3!()!*)!&)/(;&+=!3(''&;&)/!6.)/&S/:!6.)6&;)()8!;&+(8(.1-!
/.+&;*)6&GD`F!!2%(/*P&;!()-&;/&3!2%(/&'(&+34-!6.)6&;)-!'.;!-,(;(/1*+!+(5&;/=!()/.!/%&!
3(-6.1;-&!'.;!X+(5&;*/(.)!';.7!/&;;&-/;(*+!/=;*))=GYD`D!!!
d1;()8!/%&!I7&;(6*)!N&0.+1/(.):!2%(/&'(&+34-!I7&;(6*)!-1,,.;/&;-!*+-.!
()0.P&3!%(7!()!0(6/.;(&-G!!$%(-!6*)!5&!*-6;(5&3!/.!9%*/!O&;)*;3!O*(+=)!3&-6;(5&-!*-!*!
'*6&/!.'!N&0.+1/(.)*;=!61+/1;&:!9%(6%!/&)3&3!/.!&7,%*-(<&!/%&!X%&;.(6!J1*+(/=Y!.'!
X3.7()*)/!6%*;*6/&;-:Y!9%(6%!2%(/&'(&+3!6&;/*()+=!9*-!'.;!/%&!;&+(8(.1-!

DE` !2%&*/+&=:!XI)!Q+&8(*6!@.&7:Y!LG!
DER !B.++:!?C)2"@*]E%1-5:!EEG!
D`F !V5(3G!
D`D !V5(3G!

!

"`R!

6.771)(/=GD`Z!!$%(-!*-6;(5&3!%&;.(-7!9*-:!*-!O*(+=)!*+-.!)./&-:!X,*;/!.'!/%&!,;.6&--!
.'!5()3()8!/%&!0(6/.;=!3.9):!.'!-&61;()8!(/!.)!*!%(8%&;!+&0&+!/%*)!9*;!*)3!,.+(/(6-GYD`"!!
V/!9*-!X%(8%+=!,&;-.)('(&3!*)3!%(8%+=!7.;*+!%(-/.;=GYD`b!?16%!(-!/%&!6*-&!.'!
/;&*/7&)/-!.'!2%(/&'(&+3!()!/%&!N&0.+1/(.)*;=!,&;(.3:!5=!&0*)8&+(6*+!A%;(-/(*)-!*)3!
2%(/&'(&+3!'.++.9&;-!9%.!-.18%/!/.!*--(8)!7&*)()8!'.;!2%(/&'(&+3!)./!.)+=!*'/&;!%(-!
3&*/%:!51/!*+-.!()!/%&!;&+(8(.1-!61+/1;&!.'!*)!&7&;8()8!6.1)/;=G!!!$%&!6.)-/;16/(.)!.'!
*!%&;.(6!*)3!,*/;(./(6!(7*8&!'.;!2%(/&'(&+3!(-!&)/(;&+=!6.)-(-/&)/!9(/%!/%&!;&0&;&)6&!
*)3!3&('(6*/(.)!-1;;.1)3()8!2%(/&'(&+3:!*+/%.18%!*-!B(6.+&!Q1-/*6&!.5-&;0&-!
7&7.;(*+(<*/(.)!9*-!X)&0&;!()6.)-&J1&)/(*+Y!*)3!%*3!/%&!,./&)/(*+!/.!-(8)('=!
X-&3(/(.)GYD`#!!V)!;&7&75&;()8!2%(/&'(&+3:!%(-!&0*)8&+(6*+!I7&;(6*)!'.++.9&;-!
/;*)-'.;7&3!%(7!()/.!*!'(81;&!.'!;&5&++(.)G!
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